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#11128
Air inflate to 8" and create 
a four-balloon cluster. 
Slip over pole. Twist two 
balloons around each 
other to secure.

#12925
Air inflate to 6" and create 
a four-balloon cluster. Slip 
over pole and twist two 
balloons around each other 
and the pole.

#97887
Helium inflate. Attach adhesive tab to star point. 

Using an uninflated 260, tie to top of pole.  

#304838
Begin with Ribbon Wrapped Pole: Apply 
double-sided tape along the length of the 
pole. Beginning at the base, tightly wrap 
floral ribbon at a 45˚ angle, in an upward 

motion, to completely cover the pole. 
Trim excess ribbon. Tie an uninflated 260 

around top of pole to secure. 

#18284
Twistees: Fully inflate 
then deflate. To curl, 
tightly wrap 260 around 
a cylindrical object 
approximately 11⁄2" in 
diameter. Fully air inflate 
again and knot. Position 
around pole as shown. 
Tie ends into clusters and 
secure with Balloon Bond. 

#5241
Air inflate to 3" and create a four-balloon 

cluster. Slip over pole and twist two balloons 
around each other and the pole to secure.

#5128
Air inflate to 4" and create 
a four-balloon cluster.  
Slip over pole. Twist two 
balloons around each other 
and the pole to secure.

#5128
Air inflate to 3". Make 
a four-balloon cluster. 
Stack tightly over 5" 
cluster below.

#5241
Air inflate to 5" and create a 
four-balloon cluster. Stack 
tightly over cluster below, 
pushing downward and twist.

#12925
Base: Air inflate to 9" and 
create a four-balloon cluster. 
Slip over pole pushing 
downward. Cross two 
balloons around each other 
and the pole to secure.

#12925
Air inflate to 8" and create a four-balloon 

cluster. Slip over pole. Twist two balloons 
around each other and the pole to secure.

MATERIALS
QTY ITEM SIZE DESCRIPTION

1 97887 34" Grad Shooting Star

1 12925 11" Smiley Stars Rainbow (12 needed)

1 11128 11" White (4 needed)

1 5128 5" White (12 needed)

1 5241 5" Black (8 needed)

1 18284 260 Vibrant Twistees (2 Robin’s Egg Blue needed)

1 304838 #40 Yellow Floral Ribbon

1 3554 Adhesive Tabs (1 needed)

1 721093 Balloon Bond or double-sided clear tape

1 1574 Steel Base Plate

1 - 5' Conduit or PVC Pole* (1/2" inside diameter)


